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Summary
To make the real-time collaborative graphics design system more efficient, it is essential that the semantic violation problem be well solved. However, works on semantic preservation are very limited. We present the novel schema of semantic locking to prevent semantic violation. Semantic locks are classified into region lock and object lock to solve semantic violation problems at different level of granularity. Users’ intension can be expressed either by attaching comment to the lock explicitly or by making some rules to the lock implicitly. A new approach that can resolve semantic conflict problem efficiently is proposed in this paper. The schema has been tested in the CoDesign system.
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Introduction
Internet-based collaborative graphics design systems are a special class of Computer-Supported Collaborative Work (CSCW) system [1, 2, 3, 4], which allow several users geographically distributed to view and design same graphics document simultaneously. Distributed graphics editing systems can be further divided into two categories: image-based and object-based. In this paper, we are particularly interested in real-time graphics design systems that are object-based.

Real-time, distributed, and unconstrained are three basic characteristics of these systems [5]. To achieve high responsiveness, a replicated architecture is adopted. Operations are executed locally and replicated to other sites. Intension preservation problem caused by replicated architecture can be classified into two major problems: syntactic preservation and semantic preservation. Although syntactic preservation problem has been well resolved [6, 7, 8], little has been done in solving the semantic preservation problem. Without semantic preservation collaborative design will be less efficient for users cannot well understand others’ meaning.

Considered the following situation, the intension of user A is to draw a green leaf as shown in Fig. 1. After user A draws an ellipse, he does something else before goes back to continue designing the leaf. User B fills it red to design a red balloon in the region during the interval.

Due to concurrent generation of operations, the actual effect of an operation at the time of its execution may be different from the intended effect of this operation at the time of its generation. As shown in Fig. 2- (1) (2), both user A and user B deem that the leaf should be one part of the plant and cling to the flower. User A moves the flower right and at the same time user B moves the leaf left. Although two users’ intension is consistent, the concurrent operations lead to semantic violation problem. Fig.2- (3) shows that two objects are overlapped.

In this paper, we analyze semantic preservation problem and present both region semantic locking and object semantic locking to settle the semantic preservation problem in collaborative graphics design systems that are object-based. Besides, an approach to resolve semantic
conflict problem is proposed. The goal of the schema is to make collaborative design more efficiently and smoothly. The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section two analyzes the problem of semantic violation. Section three presents the schema of semantic locking in CoDesign. Section four proposes semantic conflict resolution. Section five compares our approach to the related work. Finally, Section six concludes the paper.

2. Semantic Preservation

Syntactic preservation, which is widely used in real-time collaborative graphics designing system, aims at promising the same operation execution order and result at all collaborative sites, so that each user’s operations can be expressed orderly and consistently to other users. But user’s meanings may not be understood with each other only through viewing the operation execution, not to say that users’ operations always interleave with each other and difficult to distinguish. Because the departure of user’s meanings may cause confusion and low efficiency in the collaborative work, additional measures should be adopted if we want to share these meanings in the collaborative group.

In collaborative text editing system, the problem is not serious. User’s meanings can easily be understood with each other when all users comply with certain language’s syntax. That is to say, semantic preservation can be achieved by complying language syntax in collaborative text editing system. But that’s not the case in the collaborative graphics designing system. It is almost impossible to constitute complete designing rules and demand users to comply them.

Now we analyze the semantic preservation problem in detail. We classify this problem into two categories: static semantic preservation and dynamic semantic preservation.

2.1 Static Semantic

Objects are created and modified with user’s meanings. For example, if a user wants to draw a face, maybe he draws two circle objects as eyes, a curve object as mouth, etc., so all objects are created with user’s meanings (i.e. facial feature). When these meanings are preserved, we call it static semantic preservation. Since these meanings are related with one object or many objects, we can further classify the static semantic preservation into single object semantic preservation and object-object semantic preservation:

• Single object semantic preservation
  Single object, such as line, circle, contains user’s meanings. These meanings can be expressed as object attributes, such as color, size, etc. For example, as shown in Fig. 3a, user A draws a rectangle. If user B modifies the color of that circle, user A’s meaning is violated (Fig. 3c).

We call this type of semantic preservation situations as single object semantic preservation. If user does not want other users to modify these attributes (i.e. meaning) arbitrarily, measure should be adopted to keep them and notify other users, and other users will operate the object with certain consideration.

![Example of semantic violation](image)

Fig. 3 Example of semantic violation

Unlike the object lock, in single object semantic preservation, users only restrict operating some attributes of the object but not prohibit operating the whole object. For example, if user A fixes the small circles’ color (black color denotes eyes) in Fig. 3b, other users can still change position of the circles without violating user A’s meaning. Furthermore, the restrictions on object are not imperative, and other users can still modify these restrictions through certain mechanism.

• Object-object semantic preservation
  There are also containing user’s meanings among objects. These meaning can be expressed as object relations, such as relative position, overlap order, etc. For example, as shown in Fig.3b, user A regards the big yellow circle as a blank face, and two small black circles as eyes. Then the relative position of the three circles contains user A’s meaning (i.e. a face with only eyes on it). We call this type of semantic preservation situations as object-object semantic preservation. These meanings can also be preserved and notified to other users if user A wants to, and then other users cannot modify the related objects arbitrarily.

Note that object-object semantic preservation is unlike group operation. Objects are grouped and changed the same attributes in the group operation. After the operation is finished, these objects are ungrouped. In object-object semantic preservation, the restrictions on the objects are always available, and the unrestricted attributes of these objects can still be modified freely. For example, if user A fixes the position and layer attributes of the three circles in Fig. 3b, users can change the color of any circle without violating the meanings of user A.

2.2 Dynamic Semantic

Except static semantic preservation, there also exists dynamic semantic preservation problem. For example, as shown in Fig. 1a, user A regards the big yellow circle as a
blank face, and intends to draw facial features on it. If he does not want other users to break it, his meanings on the object should be preserved and notified to other users. Another example, if user A wants to draw a flower picture and do not want to use the black or gray color on it, these meanings should also be preserved and notified to other users. We call this type of semantic preservation situations as dynamic semantic preservation. It means user plans to do something. Measure should also be adopted to express these meanings to other users. In above semantic preservation problems, user’s meanings are only preserved when he intends to preserve them, but not that these meanings must be preserved. The static semantic preservation focuses on preserving the existent meanings contained in the objects, and the dynamic semantic preservation focuses on preserving user’s purpose. Both of them are useful if we want to achieve reciprocal understanding of all users, reduce semantic conflict, and enhance efficiency of collaborative work.

3. Semantic Locking Scheme

In CoDesign, locking can be applied to drawing regions or graphical objects to prevent semantic violation from occurring on them. Semantic lock can be expressed as follows:

\[
SL := (SV, \text{Position of the region/ObjID}, <[\text{Comment}], [\{M\text{\textunderscore}Attrib} [\text{, Value Range}]\}, [...], [\{NM\text{\textunderscore}Attrib} [\text{, Value Range}])], \ldots >
\]

SV denotes the state vector [5], which is used to record the time that user locks the region or object. The locking area can be defined with a rectangle. ObjId denotes the identification of the object or object group, which is unique in the pattern document. Comment denotes the description that user want to explain. M\text{\textunderscore}Attrib denotes the attribute (such as color, position, and etc.) that may be modified by others, whereas NM\text{\textunderscore}Attrib denotes the attribute that may not be modified by others. These two kinds of attributes are selective. Value denotes the attribute value. As the square brackets denote the elements in it are optional, user can express his meaning by the comment or the definition of the attributes. While a region is locked, all drawing objects in the region are locked. Therefore, if the expression of a region lock includes the items of M\text{\textunderscore}Attrib or NM\text{\textunderscore}Attrib, all the objects in the region should also comply with the rules.

To preserve user A’s meaning in Fig.1., the object lock can be expressed as follows:

\[
SL1 := (SV, \text{Obj1}, \text{“leaf”})
\]

\[
SL2 := (SV, \text{Obj1}, \text{“leaf”}, (\text{COLOR, GREEN}))
\]

The following expression of region lock can be applied to prevent semantic violation in Fig. 2.

\[
SL3 := (SV, ((1, 1), 100, 120)), | \text{POSITION}
\]

\[
SL4 := (SV, ((1, 1), 100, 120)), \text{“flower clings to leaf”, | POSITION}
\]

Semantic preservation is achieved by attaching intension comments to the lock explicitly or by placing rules on confined object lock implicitly. After the semantic locking is issued, it is transmitted to other sites. When user selects and checks the objects, the semantic expression related to the objects will be shown in the window. If user violates the rules, warning message will be popped up and the operation will be undone. Semantic Lock can be classified into two types: shared and confined. The expression of a shared lock only includes comment. Users prevent violating others’ intension on one’s own initiative by viewing the semantic comment related to the object or region shown in the window. The creator of the confined lock has full rights on it. However, other users can only issue the permitted operations on the objects or the region.

4. Semantic Conflict Solution

In replicated architecture, concurrent operations may lead to conflict. Like drawing operations, semantic locking operations can also cause conflicting problem. As shared lock expresses user’s meaning by attaching comment that is ambiguous, we focus on presenting the resolution that related to confined lock in this paper. Though semantic locks are separated as region lock and object lock, the rules regulated the region also constrain the objects within the region. Therefore, semantic conflict that object-based will be the key issue.

In CoDesign, operations can be classified into two categories: traditional editing operation (EO) and semantic locking operation (SLO).

The semantic operation relations can be conflicting or compatible. The definition of conflicting relation and compatible relation are given as follows:

Definition 1. Semantic conflicting relation “\(\otimes\)”

Given two operations \(O1\) and \(O2\) generated from site \(i\) and \(j\) each, at least one operation is SLO, if and only if: (1) \(O1\) and \(O2\) are concurrent, (2) \(O1\) is EO or SLO, and \(O2\) is SLO, \(O1\) operates on the attribute of the same object that \(O2\) not permitted or with different values.

Definition 2. Semantic compatible relation “\(\oslash\)”

Given two operations \(O1\) and \(O2\) generated from site \(i\) and \(j\) each, at least one operation is SLO, if and only if \(O1\) and \(O2\) are not conflicting.

If the conflict involves both SLO and EO, then only SLO is applied to the object. As shown in Fig. 2-(1), user A issues SL3 and user B sends the EO1 to move the leaf left
simultaneously. When EO1 conflicts with SL3, we preserve SL3 and remove EO1. User A moves the flower right subsequently. Thus, two users’ intension is preserved. It is also possible that O1⊗O2 and two operations are SLO. Moreover, in a highly concurrent real-time collaborative editing environment, a group of operations may have rather arbitrary and complex semantic conflict relationships among them. For example, O1 and O2, O2 and O3 are conflicting, but O2 and O3 are compatible. A distributed multi-version approach is proposed to settle the problem.

Given a group of n operations, O1, O2, ..., On, targeting the same object, their semantic conflict relationship can be fully and uniquely expressed by a n × n matrix, in which element M[i,j], 1≤i,j≤n is filled with “⊗” and “©”. For example, 3×3 matrix for four operations is shown in Fig. 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relation</th>
<th>O₁</th>
<th>O₂</th>
<th>O₃</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O₁</td>
<td>⊗</td>
<td>⊗</td>
<td>⊗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O₂</td>
<td>⊗</td>
<td>⊗</td>
<td>⊗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O₃</td>
<td>⊗</td>
<td>⊗</td>
<td>⊗</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. Relation between three operations.

Algorithm 1: Given a matrix of a group of N concurrent SLOs. Semantic Compatible Group Sets (SCGS) can be expressed as follows:

SCGS = {SCG₁, SCG₂, …, SCGₙ}

All operations in a single SCGk are mutually compatible.

1. SCGS={};
2. For 1 ≤ i ≤ N, and i < j ≤ N
   If M[i, j-1]= ⊗ and Oi or Oj is SLO
   Then SCGS=SCGS+{Oi, Oj}
3. For 1 ≤ i ≤ N
   If Oi is SLO, and not in SCGk,
   1 ≤ k ≤ |SCGS|
   Then SCGS=SCGS ∪ {Oi}.

After the SCGS is formed, users will negotiate to choose one SCG to apply on the object if there are more than one SCG in the SCGS.

5. Comparison to Related Work

Systems like TeamWorkStation[9] and VideoDraw[10] applied video channels to make the users keep in touch in their collaborative works. But the systems can only object-based. These may impose fuzzy work to users. Moreover, the problem exists in Example 2 in this paper cannot be solved.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we analyze the semantic preservation problem and propose semantic locking to resolve the semantic violation problem. Main contributions of this paper include the presentation of semantic locking at different level of granularity, multiple expressions of semantic locking (comments or rules), and the multi-version and negotiation approach to solve the semantic conflict. The semantic locking schema proposed in this paper has been implemented in the CoDesign prototype system and the schema makes collaborative design more efficiently.
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